Abstract-The trend of using heterogeneous computing and HW/SW-Codesign approaches allows increasing performance significantly while reducing power consumption. One of the main challenges when combining multiple processing devices is the communication, as an inefficient communication configuration can pose a bottleneck to the overall system performance. To address this problem, we present a methodology that assists the designer in making good design decisions for systems using shared DDR memory for communication. Our methodology analyzes a software implementation of the application and subsequently predicts the memory accesses of a functionally equivalent hardware implementation of the selected function. We furthermore propose an IP core that can perform these predicted memory accesses to estimate the achievable memory bandwidth between a functionally equivalent hardware implementation and shared memory. The resulting achievable memory bandwidth estimations differ by less than 2% from the actual achievable memory bandwidth of a functionally equivalent hardware implementation, demonstrating the feasibility of the presented methodology.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
HW/SW-Codesign approaches consisting of a processor and an FPGA can often be found in embedded systems today. In order to achieve maximum performance, it is necessary to not only optimize their software and hardware parts, but also to keep the shared memory bandwidth in mind. As processor and FPGA often use it for communication, it can pose a bottleneck to the overall system. Modern FPGA systems usually use external DDR memory for this task (e.g. FPGA-SoCs like Xilinx's Zynq-7000). The latency of a memory transaction can vary significantly, depending on the requested address and length as well as previous memory transactions. Therefore, it is almost impossible to estimate the available memory bandwidth for a specific application without a thorough analysis.
We present a novel approach to encounter the challenge of memory bandwidth estimation. Our approach is based on deriving information about a hardware component's memory access behavior from a software implementation offering the same functionality. In most cases, such software implementation is already available, either because an existing software project should be accelerated using HW/SW-Codesign or because a software implementation has been written for verification of the hardware components to be implemented. The derived information can be used to approximate the memory access behavior of a potential hardware component before implementation. We also present an IP core that can use the gathered information to actually simulate the memory access behavior of the potential hardware component on an FPGA and measure the available application-specific memory bandwidth. By comparing the available memory bandwidth with the memory bandwidth of a software solution, the designer can make the decision of whether to follow a HW/SW-Codesign approach before starting the actual implementation.
Various work is available that discusses the memory bottleneck on FPGA systems [1] , [2] . With the emerge of FPGA-SoCs, these devices have been increasingly used as a platform for HW/SW-Codesign. Multiple authors analyzed modern FPGA-SoCs and focused on measuring memory bandwidth for accesses from software as well as hardware under various scenarios [3] - [5] . Using their results, it is possible to roughly estimate the available memory bandwidth for a specific hardware implementation by comparing its memory access behavior to one of the evaluated scenarios. However, this requires a detailed knowledge about the memory access behavior of the specific application. Furthermore, as the memory bandwidth of DDR memory depends strongly on previous memory accesses (e.g. due to row precharging), the value of these studies is limited. Finally, High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools [6] can be used to rapidly prototype a design. However, as the resulting HDL models are often less powerful and efficient than those involving handwritten HDL code, they do not actually solve the problem of memory bandwidth estimation for HW/SW-Codesign approaches.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the involved challenges and our methodology to solve these. Furthermore, we present a workflow that implements our methodology. Section III discusses the models that are used by our approach to simulate the memory access behavior of an actual design following a HW/SW-Codesign approach. In Section IV, our implemented workflow is applied to different use cases and the results are analyzed. Section V concludes the paper and presents future work.
II. METHODOLOGY AND WORKFLOW
Estimating the potential memory bandwidth of a hardware implementation by analyzing a software implementation poses several challenges. First of all, the memory access behavior of both implementations will differ a lot. As processor cores typically do not contain large memory buffers but only small registers, data processing in software is usually based on the idea of loading small amounts of data into a processor, processing them and storing the results back to memory. Small memory accesses to DDR memory, however, are expensive in terms of latency and therefore limit the overall performance. Hardware implementations, on the other hand, often contain memory buffers that allow storing large amounts of data locally. Therefore, larger memory accesses can be performed between DDR memory and these buffers than between DDR memory and a processor, thus increasing the potential overall performance.
In the following we present our methodology by describing an actual workflow that implements our methodology based on this discussion. An overview of the workflow can be seen in Figure 1 . It accepts the source code of a software implementation of the application as an input and provides the memory bandwidth of the software implementation of a given function as well as the estimated memory bandwidth of a hardware implementation of the same function. By comparing these results to each other, a well-founded decision can be made whether to follow a HW/SW-Codesign approach. The designer has to specify that function in the software implementation that should be implemented in hardware as well as those data structures that are shared between this function and the rest of the application.
The estimation of the hardware memory bandwidth basically consists of three steps:
• Generating a memory trace of the function that should be moved to hardware • Converting this trace to an equivalent trace of a hardware implementation of the same function • Executing this trace on an FPGA and measuring the available memory bandwidth These steps will be discussed in the following.
A. Generating memory trace
The estimation of the hardware bandwidth starts with the preprocessing of the source code. This involves inserting instructions into the source code that gather information about those data structures that should be shared between hardware and software components. In particular, the addresses and sizes of all such data structures are gathered. The identification of such data structures must be performed by the designer as it poses a major design decision.
After the code preprocessing is complete, the actual memory trace of the application is generated. For this task, we use the Valgrind instrumentation framework [7] .
Once this full trace has been generated, it is necessary to extract only those memory accesses that belong to the function that should actually be moved to hardware. This task can be performed by disassembling the compilergenerated executable and comparing the resulting assembly code with the full trace: Only those load and store operations that belong to instructions from the specified function must be analyzed. Also, all instruction fetch accesses can be discarded because a hardware implementation with the same functionality would not fetch any instructions from memory.
B. Converting the memory trace to an equivalent hardware memory trace
After these memory accesses have been extracted, multiple postprocessing steps are required in order to get those memory accesses that would be performed by a corresponding hardware implementation as described previously. First of all, only memory accesses to data structures shared between software and hardware must be considered. Accesses to internal data structures of the selected function can be omitted as such structures can be implemented as local memory inside a hardware implementation of the function.
Furthermore, the granularity of the memory accesses has to be changed: As discussed before, while the memory accesses of a software implementation will be very fine-grained, a hardware implementation can buffer large amounts of data in local buffers and therefore use larger, burst-capable memory accesses. Finally, the virtual addresses of the memory trace have to be converted into physical addresses and long data accesses have to be split to obey 4K boundaries and the maximum size of bursts supported by the memory controller. 
C. Performing memory accesses on FPGA and measuring bandwidth
The resulting list of memory accesses can be used to simulate the memory access behavior of a hardware implementation of the specified function. An IP core has been designed that contains a buffer that stores the trace as well as all the necessary functionality to actually perform these memory accesses and measure the resulting bandwidth.
D. Measuring the memory bandwidth of the software implementation
The estimated memory bandwidth for a hardware component can only be assessed in relation to a baseline. For this reason, the presented workflow also measures the memory bandwidth for the original software implementation. An overview of the required steps can also be seen in Figure 1 . The preprocessing stage (Preprocessing II in the figure) involves adding time measurement functionality to the original source code. Using the elapsed time and the total amount of data that is stored or loaded to/from main memory, the resulting memory bandwidth can be calculated.
III. TIMING BEHAVIOR OF MEMORY TRANSACTIONS
The list of memory accesses that is generated when using the workflow and written to the aforementioned buffer in the IP core does not contain any timestamps or other information about the timing behavior of the memory accesses. However, the order in which the memory accesses are executed is not negligible as the latency of a DDR memory access depends on previous accesses: Two consecutive accesses to the same row in DDR memory will result in a higher bandwidth than two consecutive accesses to different rows.
The following assumptions are employed in the presented work flow:
• All data to be written depends on some previously read data, i.e. writing data cannot start before data has been read • Data can be stored inside the hardware component of the design in a temporary buffer consisting of block RAMs As these assumptions are rather general, they hold for a large range of applications.
Based on these assumptions, we defined four models for the timing behavior of the HW memory accesses. They are illustrated in Figure 2 . As current FPGA-SoCs mainly use the AXI protocol, they are designed for such busses. However, similar busses can be employed as well. The designer has to pick one model that suites his application best. The Aggressive model assumes that all read and write requests can already be issued at the beginning, i.e. before reading or writing any data. In order for this to work, all addresses and access lengths must be static and therefore independent of the data. It also assumes that reading and writing data can overlap, i.e. a single result does not depend on all input samples. A huge variety of typical data processing steps can be implemented in such a way, e.g. one-dimensional FIR filters. The Conservative model also assumes that all requests can be issued at the beginning. However, in this model the writing of the results only starts after all input samples have been read. Therefore, the results can depend on all input samples. An example for such a behavior would be two-dimensional FIR filters which first process a block of data horizontally and afterwards vertically. The Ultra Conservative model makes the same assumptions regarding data dependency as the conservative model. However, in this model the write requests are not issued until all data has been read thus allowing the write request to depend on the the input data. Compression algorithms like Huffman Coding can be considered a use-case for this model. The Highlevel Synthesis model resembles the timing behavior of IP cores generated with Xilinx's Vivado HLS suite. While being similar to the Ultra Conservative model, it issues a single request and then waits until the required data has been read or written before issuing the next request.
Besides choosing one of these general models, the designer also has to define four model parameters. The definition of the Processing Latency depends on the selected model and can be seen in Figure 2 as t proc . It describes the latency that is required to actually process the input data and may depend on the number of input samples. The Read and Write Widths, i.e. the maximum numbers of input samples that can be read or written in one cycle depends on the sample depth and the width of the AXI bus. However, a hardware component might not provide a sufficient data processing throughput to utilize the full memory bandwidth. Therefore, the designer has to provide parameters p read and p write . For example, a value of p read = 4 can be interpreted as reading data only every fourth cycle. Finally, for the HLS model the designer also has to provide the Data-to-Request latency, i.e. the latency between reading/writing data and issuing the next read/write request.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, an implementation of the presented workflow is first applied to three different data processing algorithms to show how to actually use the workflow. Afterwards, the bandwidth estimations are verified by actually implementing them following a HW/SW-Codesign approach and measuring their memory bandwidths.
A. Application of the workflow
The workflow has been applied to three different applications that are representatives for a huge variety of data processing algorithms:
• Fast integer IDCT of the JPEG reference decoder [8] • Black Scholes option pricing from the PARSEC benchmark suite [9] • Horizontal motion compensation of a commercial HEVC decoder [10] For the evaluation, an Intel i7-4770 CPU has been used for running the workflow and a Xilinx Zynq-7045 for estimating the actual memory bandwidth for HW/SW-Codesign. For memory accesses, a single 64-bit High-Performance AXI port has been chosen. In order to evaluate the maximum bandwidths possible for the chosen parameters, the highest frequency possible with the Zynq have been used, i.e. 250 MHz. Different values have been chosen for the parameters discussed in Section III. Figures 3 and 4 show the results.
The processing latency t proc has been chosen to be fixed for Black Scholes and JPEG IDCT as both work on fixed block sizes. On the other hand, the block size can vary from 8 · 4 samples up to 64 · 64 samples for motion compensation. Therefore, different degrees of parallelism depending on the block height and width have been evaluated. For the read and write widths, all possible combinations of one data beat every cycle, every second cycle and every fourth cycle has been chosen.
The results can be interpreted as follows:
• 
B. Verification of the methodology
In order to verify the accuracy of the estimated bandwidths, all three use-cases have been implemented using Vivado HLS. The designs have been analyzed to derive the parameters for the workflow and the memory bandwidths have been estimated using the HLS mode (see Section III). Furthermore, the memory bandwidths of the actual design have been measured. The results are presented in Table I . As the estimation error is rather small (less than 2% for all three applications), it can be concluded that the proposed methodology is feasible and the workflow can indeed be used to estimate the achievable memory bandwidth of a design following a HW/SW-Codesign approach before actually starting the implementation.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a novel approach for estimating the available memory bandwidth for hardware components used in a HW/SW-Codesign approach. It analyzes a software implementation with the same functionality, generates a memory trace of this implementation when processing real workloads and creates a list of corresponding memory accesses that would be performed by a hardware implementation. A provided IP core can be instantiated on a target device, e.g. an FPGA-SoC, and perform these memory accesses to finally estimate the available memory bandwidth. In order to support a broad range of applications, different models for memory access behavior have been presented that can be used to match the actual behavior of the application to be analyzed. An evaluation has been performed that presents the use of the workflow implementing our approach for different representative applications. Furthermore, the estimations have been compared to an HLS implementation of these applications for verification. It shows that the estimation error is less than 2% for all applications, thus indicating the feasibility of our approach.
A sufficient memory bandwidth is only one aspect that has to be considered in a design space exploration. Other aspects include device utilization and power consumption as well as the throughput inside a hardware component. Future work could include an analysis of such aspects to allow for a full design space exploration for HW/SW-Codesign.
